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Why Social Media Matters?



Website E-Blast Social 

Network

Function Home base Delivery Tool Delivery Tool

Life Span Long Short Depends…

Access Public Personal Public… 

generally

Editing after 

publishing

Easy No Kind of…

Engagement Mostly Static Static Dynamic





Ways to have 

presence on 

and



Take advantage of the social and 
digital sweet spot - listen, have 
conversations



Link to your content



Curating, not just creating. Link to 
resources and topics related to your 
mission to maintain your “brand”



Generosity Pays. 

Like/Favorite and 

Share/Retweet 

info shared 

by others.



Keep Up with Current Events 



Show your work/impact



7 Tips on Crafting Good 

Facebook Posts.



Your post can as long as 
essays but… keep it to 
20-80 characters.

80% more engagement 
for post under 40 
characters.



Use…

...Links

...Images

...Videos

Images receive 37% more interactions



Make it …

...action oriented 

“Like this picture if you 
agree....”





Aim for comments, not 
just likes by…

...asking questions 



You can post as many 
times as you like, but… 
keep it to 2 posts per 
day.

Engagement starts to 
drop after 2 posts. 



You can post anytime 
you like, but… keep 
between noon to before 
dinner time.

Peak engagement starts 
at 1PM. 



You can use hashtags, 
but... 

34% more likes and 
comments for tagless 
posts. 

31% drop in post 
engagement for each 
hashtag.



7 Tips on Crafting Good 

Tweets.



You can post up to 140 
characters, but… 

keep it to 71-100. 



Include links and images

Tweets with image links get twice as many 
engagements than without.
Tweets with links are 86% more likely to be 
retweeted. 





You can tweet as many 
times as you like, but… 
keep it to 1-3 per day.

Engagement drops after 
2-3 tweets.



You can post anytime 
you like, but… keep 
between noon to just 
after dinner time.

Peak engagement starts 
at 1PM. 



Make it actionable by 
encouraging retweets.

12 times higher in chance of being retweeted 
if you ask for it. 

23 times higher if you spell out “retweet”.



You can use hashtags, 
but... 

keep it to 1-2 tags

106% more retweets for 1+ hashtags than 
without

15% more retweets for tweets with 1-2 hashtags

11% less retweets for tweets with 3+ hashtags



Use twitter 
handles/mentions

“@”



Summary

Facebook Twitter

Length (characters) 20-80 71-100 

Links, Images, Videos Yes Yes

Action Yes. “Like This” Yes. “Retweet”

Engagement Booster Ask questions Use @ & #

Frequency (daily) 2 1-3

When? noon to dinner noon to dinner

Hashtag 0 1-2



Analyzing Your Social Media



Analyzing Your Social Media

https://engagement.actionsprout.com/pages/37636037076

Check Scorecards!



Analyzing Your Social Media



Analyzing Your Social Media


